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Selected physical and chemical cleanings remove biofilm in
seawater membrane distillation without causing pore wetting
Najat A. Amin 1, Harun Elcik1, Alla Alpatova1, Graciela Gonzalez-Gil 1, Bastiaan Blankert1, Nadia Farhat1,
Johannes S. Vrouwenvelder1,2 and Noreddine Ghaffour 1,2✉

Membrane distillation (MD) is an emerging process with a proven ability to recover freshwater from streams with a wide range of
salinities. However, MD is susceptible to biofouling. This study explores the efficiency of different cleaning strategies in biofilm
removal during seawater MD. Hydraulic cleaning and chemical cleanings with 0.3%ww−1 ethylenediaminetetraacetic acid (EDTA),
0.3%ww−1 NaOCl, and 3%ww−1 citric acid were tested. The results showed that permeate flux recovery increased in the order of
hydraulic cleaning <3%ww−1 citric acid <0.3%ww−1 NaOCl ≈0.3%ww−1 EDTA. Membrane cleanings substantially reduced the
thickness of the residual biofilm layer and decreased its bacterial concentration and resistance to vapor pressure. The post-cleaning
permeate conductivities were low suggesting that employed cleaning protocols did not cause pore wetting of hydrophobic
polytetrafluoroethylene microporous (0.22 μm) membrane, and membrane rejection properties remained stable.
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INTRODUCTION
Membrane distillation (MD), a thermally driven separation
technology, has been actively explored in an array of water
treatment applications, ranging from seawater desalination to
wastewater reclamation and brine management1–3. Even though
the history of MD includes several decades, it has been shadowed
by conventional desalination mainly due to low oil and gas costs
making them more affordable options. However, due to
continuous increases in oil and gas prices and their potential
depletion, conventional desalination, like multi-stage flash and
multi-effect distillation, is becoming costly, necessitating the
development of alternative desalination technologies that could
overcome the limitations of existing seawater desalination plants.
In MD, the heated saline stream is brought in contact with a

hydrophobic microporous membrane, and water vapor evapo-
rates at the membrane surface interface through the dry
membrane pores and condenses on the permeate side4. At the
same time, capillary forces prevent hydrophilic liquids from
entering membrane pores5. The MD advantages include compact-
ness, lower operating temperatures, ambient operating pressures,
utilization of renewable and low-grade energy sources, lower
pretreatment requirements, high ions rejection, and little reliance
on feed salinity6,7. Given these advantages, the MD process could
contribute to global water sustainability as an affordable
desalination technology by using low-grade energy sources,
especially in arid and semi-arid coastal areas that experience
water draughts and lack of inland freshwater basins.
Membrane fouling is an intricate phenomenon described as the

accumulation, adsorption, or precipitation of the feed water
constituents on the membrane surface or within its pores8,9 that
substantially obstructs the performance of MD systems. Mem-
brane fouling causes permeate flux decline, high energy
consumption, pore wetting, and poor permeate quality10,11.
Among different fouling types, biofouling is one of the most
severe and pervasive fouling12–14. The biofilm emerges by forming

a conditioning film on a membrane surface that comprises a range
of organic compounds, followed by the attachment of microbial
cells or clusters cemented by extracellular polymeric substances
(EPS). Finally, a multilayered ripe biofilm structure consisting of
live and dead cells trapped in the EPS matrix is formed15.
Biofouling severity is determined by operating conditions and a

microbial consortium of particular feed water16–18. Previous
studies suggested that operating the MD system beyond the
optimal bacteria growth temperatures induced heat stress that
results in excessive EPS release19 and cell apoptosis and
aggravation of the organic fouling/scaling20,21. These factors
exacerbated biofouling and congested permeate flux. Recently,
extensive biofilm development and up to 79% of permeate flux
decline in the MD process utilizing Red Sea water, i.e., in
conditions of high tolerance of marine microorganisms to
elevated feed temperatures, was reported22. A significant micro-
bial community succession that influenced biofilm structure with
increased MD operating time was reported23. Strong interactions
between the dominant flagella-like cells might solidify the
adherence of microorganisms to the membrane surface and
consolidate the foulants present on the MD membrane surface by
constructing a cobweb-like structure, which substantially aggra-
vates biofouling18.
Since biofouling of MD systems is inevitable, developing

effective membrane cleaning strategies is needed to minimize
biofilm growth, maintain stable permeate flux, and ensure the
high quality of produced water. Membrane cleaning is differ-
entiated into physical cleaning which removes reversible fouling,
and chemical cleaning which eliminates foulants attached to
membrane surface through chemical bonding24. The high
frequency permeate or chemically-enhance backwash25 that
constantly disrupts biomass deposition and hence prevents
biofilm formation in ultrafiltration (UF), if applied in MD, would
result in membrane pores filled with backwash liquid necessitat-
ing additional drying step to cure pore wetting. Alternatively,
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several studies explored the air backwash to recharge the air at
the air-liquid interface and remove the liquid from the membrane
pores26,27. However, its efficiency was greatly reduced in condi-
tions of high feed water salinity due to a substantial lowering of
the liquid entry pressure of the dried membranes, making this
cleaning method not applicable in brine treatment.
Chemical cleaning is required to control biofilm occurrence in

commercial reverse osmosis (RO)28,29 and UF modules25. Despite a
cohort of studies that tackle membrane scaling and pore wetting,
biofouling control in MD has received little attention. Apparently,
the latter is of equal importance to MD systems as biofilm
development could deteriorate permeate flux. Despite this, the
available literature is still scarce. A sequence of NaOH at pH ~12
and 40 °C, 70% ethanol, and vacuum drying was applied to
destroy bacterial deposits and recycle the membrane in sub-
sequent MD experiments30. A sequence of increasing concentra-
tions of HCl solutions was applied to extract biofilm from the
membrane surface and analyze its chemical composition18.
However, to the best of our knowledge, biofouling alleviation in
MD has not been the primary scope of any biofouling-related
studies.
As a step forward to establish MD as a sustainable desalination

technology, it is paramount to investigate the removal of biofilms
from MD membranes. This exploration becomes particularly
crucial when considering its potential application for the
desalination of warm coastal seawaters like those in the Middle
East. Seawater from the Red Sea often harbors thermophilic
bacterial spores and well-adapted mesophilic microorganisms that
cause excessive biofilm growth on MD membranes when the feed
water temperatures are raised from 45 °C to 65 °C22. The
proliferation of those heat-tolerant microorganisms causing
biofouling has been largely overlooked in the past because the
majority of previously reported MD studies utilized natural waters
from moderate climates, which typically contain bacteria with
lower temperature adaptability20,23,31. Furthermore, the architec-
ture of biofilms that grow in MD systems would diverge from
those grown in RO systems due to different hydrodynamic
conditions and applied pressures. For example, changes in fluid
velocity and corresponding shear stress at the membrane surface
would impose a substantial effect on biofilm microscopic structure
and 3D morphology32. A slow flow, typical in MD, would favor the
growth of microorganisms in a vertical direction32, and as
previously demonstrated, thick biofilms formed on membrane
surfaces in temperature-driven MD processes were more porous
(or less compact) than those developed in pressurized RO systems.
As such, disrupting the structure of biofilms that grow in MD
systems could require distinct cleaning approaches. However,
comprehensive biofilm elimination strategies in MD are still
lacking. Therefore, the objective of this study was to systematically
examine and compare the effect of four selected physical and
chemical cleaning methods on biofouling removal during the
direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) process utilizing real
Red Sea water, an essential source of desalinated water in MENA
countries33,34. The selection of cleaning protocols used in this
study was based on several considerations. Given that biofilms
formed in the MD process have a loose structure20, we expected
that alteration of system hydrodynamic conditions could aid in
their detachment from the membrane surface. Second, we
considered recommendations of commercial membrane module
manufacturers with respect to chemicals used for mitigating
organic and biofouling in RO and UF systems but adjusted them.
For example, it is critically important for the MD membrane to
retain its hydrophobicity which could be altered upon its contact
with surfactants used in different cleaning formulations25,28,35. Our
recent study36 showed that sodium dodecyl sulfate, recom-
mended as a primary formulation to control biofilm growth in
commercial RO elements28, caused pore wetting and process
shutdown in MD. As such, the prospective cleaning formulations

in MD should not induce pore wetting, and only those that will not
change permeate conductivity after membrane cleaning should
be adopted. Third, we considered the specific chemistry of the
Red Sea water which is ubiquitous in Ca2+ ions34 that are known
for aggravating organic fouling on a membrane surface37.
Based on these considerations, we selected four different

cleaning methods, hydraulic cleaning at elevated feed flow
velocity, and chemical cleanings with 0.3%ww−1 EDTA, 0.3%
ww−1 NaOCl, and 3%ww−1 citric acid. The EDTA, a strong
chelating agent38, is recommended for biofouling removal by
DuPont25,28 and Hydranautics29. NaOCl, a potent bacteriocide, is
suggested for chemically enhanced backwash and cleaning in
place of polyvinylidene fluoride UF modules in seawater pretreat-
ment25. Citric acid is a mild chelating agent in a pH range of 4–839

that is also used to clean commercial UF and RO membrane
modules25,28,29. Importantly, all three formulations have previously
been utilized in MD cleaning tests40–42.
The biofilm development experiments were conducted at 55 oC

for three days (72 h) to allow for the development of mature
biofilm and were followed by membrane cleaning. Permeate flux
recovery and changes in vapor pressure biofilm resistances before
and after membrane cleaning were estimated for each cleaning
type. In situ optical coherence tomography (OCT) was used to
monitor biofilm development on the membrane surface and
assess the efficiency of biomass removal. The biofilm compositions
before and after cleanings were analyzed by the flow cytometry
(FCM) and three-dimensional fluorescence excitation-emission
matrix (3D-FEEM), respectively. The conductivity of the permeate
stream was monitored to evaluate the effect of membrane
cleanings on pore wettability and membrane integrity. We found
that cleaning protocols utilized in this study effectively removed
bacteria and biofilm organic constituents from the membrane
surface. The applied cleaning strategies facilitated high permeate
flux recovery and a considerable reduction in biofilm thickness
and vapor flux resistance. Importantly, all tested cleaning
protocols have not compromised membrane rejection properties
and permeate conductivity.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Red Sea bacteria adapted to high DCMD operating
temperature
We assessed changes in bacterial cell concentration in the feed water
as a function of DCMD operating time (Fig. 1). The initial bacterial
concentration in the feed was 1.7 × 108 ± 8.5 × 106 cells mL−1 and
after 48 h of DCMD, the total number of cells duplicated and reached
3.7 × 108 ± 1.8 × 107 cells mL−1. At this phase, the growth rate of
bacteria slowed down due to nutrient depletion and the accumula-
tion of toxic waste products43. At the end of 72 h, the total number of
bacterial cells slightly decreased and reached 3.1 × 108 ±
1.5 × 107 cells mL−1. The intact cells dominated the damaged cells
over the entire DCMD process, albeit their number declined at the
end of the biofouling experiment. Consistently with previous
observations22, this finding confirmed the good adaptability of the
Red Sea water microbes (both mesophilic and thermophilic) to high
MD feed water temperatures.

Biofilm development on membrane surface caused flux
decline
The DCMD system was operated for 72 h to achieve a substantial
biofilm layer on a membrane surface. Each fouling experiment was
run in parallel and was followed by one of the membrane
cleanings (hydraulic or chemical). As seen in Fig. 2, fouling
experiments were reproducible, allowing to compare different
cleaning methods in conditions of fouled membrane surfaces.
Permeate flux decline of 75% (from 32 ± 1.6 L m−2 h−1 to
8 ± 0.5 L m−2 h−1) indicated a substantial effect of biofilm on
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DCMD process performance. Figure 3a shows the cross-sectional
OCT images of biofilms that developed on the membrane surface
as a function of DCMD operating time. A significantly lower
increase in biofilm thickness (20 ± 10 µm) was recorded in the
initial 24 h of DCMD as compared to its steep increase to
85 ± 15 µm and 175 ± 30 µm after 48 h and 72 h of operations,
respectively, due to bacterial proliferation and EPS secretion16.
Development of a conditioning layer by precipitation of organic
feed water constituents44, and deposition of bacteria30 that are
brought to the membrane surface by tangential flow would
narrow or block the membrane pores, thereby creating mass-
transfer resistance that sharply deteriorated permeate flux at the
beginning of the DCMD process.

To evaluate biofilm fouling mechanisms at different DCMD
stages, we plotted graphs that corresponded to four classical
fouling models (cake filtration, complete, standard, or intermedi-
ate pore blockings) at 12 h, 36 h, and 72 h of the DCMD process
(Fig. 4) that corresponded to initial DCMD, middle, and end of the
DCMD process, respectively. While a good relationship between
the model parameters with high R2 values was found after 12 h of
DCMD (Fig. 4a–d), a phenomenon that is associated with the
biofilm formation and is not considered in the classical models,
started playing a role with the increase in operating time at 36 h
(Fig. 4e–h) and 72 h (Fig. 4i–l). This finding can be explained as
follows. One of the assumptions of the classical fouling models is
that membrane fouling is caused by the precipitation of the
particles from the feed water45,46. As such, the formation of the
conditioning layer on the membrane surface in the initial DCMD
stage (i.e., at 12 h) as a result of organics precipitation is
sufficiently described by classical fouling models. Although R2

values of all four models were close to each other, the OCT images
revealed the formation of a fouling layer on the membrane
surface. As such, we suggest that the initial stage of biofilm
development is likely dominated by the cake filtration mechanism
(R2= 0.9861), along with pore-blocking which also contributes to
pore narrowing (R2= 0.9884). As DCMD evolves, a thicker biofilm
layer is formed (Fig. 3a), causing further permeate flux decline
(Fig. 2). A maturation of biofilm leads to EPS release and
multiplication of microbial cells directly on the membrane surface,
thereby halting the condition of particle precipitation from the
feed water as the sole fouling cause. As a result, the model fitting
at 36 h and 72 h deteriorated as compared to that observed at
12 h, implying that classical models could not any more describe
the membrane fouling mechanisms. In summary, biofilm devel-
opment on a membrane surface caused a substantial decline in
permeate flux. However, the applied classical fouling models were
able to adequately describe the membrane fouling mechanisms
only at the beginning of biofouling experiments and lost their
validity with the increase in DCMD operating time.

Flux recovery was governed by the type of membrane
cleaning
Monitoring changes in permeate flux before and after membrane
cleaning is considered a common method of assessing cleaning
efficiency that allows for a direct evaluation of the biofilm removal
potential of different cleaning protocols. We estimated permeate
flux recoveries after membranes were cleaned by hydraulic
cleaning with Milli-Q water and by different chemical solutions.
As seen in Fig. 2, the efficiency of permeate flux recovery
increased in the order of hydraulic cleaning <3%ww−1 citric acid
<0.3%ww−1 NaOCl ≈ 0.3%ww−1 EDTA. Although the efficiency of
hydraulic cleaning was lower than that of chemical cleanings, it
was capable of removing a substantial part of biofouling, thereby
restoring 66 ± 3% of the initial permeate flux. We suggest that the
loose structure of MD biofilm22 would ease its detachment from
the membrane surface under high shear stress conditions.
Another factor that may improve the efficiency of hydraulic
cleaning is the low phosphorous concentration in the Red Sea
water. Thus biofilm that developed on a membrane surface
utilizing Red Sea water was readily peeled off the RO membrane
surface during the hydraulic cleaning compared to a biofilm that
grew from the feed water with twice higher phosphorous
concentration47. The observed effect was attributed to reduced
cohesive forces of biofilms that developed under phosphorous-
limited conditions of the Red Sea water facilitating their
detachment from the membrane surface.
When comparing permeate flux recoveries after applying

different chemical cleaning solutions, it is clear that the type of
chemical formulation determines membrane cleaning efficiency.
While membrane cleanings with 0.3%w/w EDTA and 0.3%w/w

Fig. 1 Bacterial cell concentration in the feed water as a function
of operating time during the direct contact membrane distillation
(DCMD). Feed water temperature was set to 55 °C. Each DCMD
experiment was duplicated, and bacterial cell concentrations are
presented as mean values ± standard deviations.

Fig. 2 Permeate flux decline during biofilm development in direct
contact membrane distillation (DCMD) and permeate flux
recovery after different membrane cleanings. Operating condi-
tions: feed and permeate temperatures were set to 55 °C and 20 °C,
respectively, and feed and permeate linear flow velocities were set
to 0.28 m s−1 and 0.14m s−1, respectively. Each DCMD experiment
was duplicated, and permeate fluxes are presented as mean
values ± standard deviations.
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NaOCl exhibited high permeate flux recoveries (93 ± 5% and
89 ± 4%, respectively), 3%ww−1 citric acid was less successful,
providing 76 ± 4% of permeate flux recovery. The high perfor-
mance of 0.3%ww−1 EDTA could be attributed to its high
potential to break down the intermolecular bridges between the
organic foulants or foulants and the membrane surface48,49. As
known, Ca2+ ions that are abundant in the Red Sea water34 could
react with acidic groups of hydrophilic organics to form a cross-
linked gel layer that aggravates membrane fouling and deterio-
rates permeate flux50,51. The EDTA molecule forms strong
complexes with divalent cations due to its strong chelating
abilities, especially in alkaline conditions when its carboxylic
groups are deprotonated52. As such, the EDTA could replace
organic molecules in their complexes with Ca2+ via the ligand
exchange leading to a rupture and detachment of biofilm
structure from the membrane surface.
The NaOCl is a potent chemical with a proven ability to alleviate

biofouling through oxidation and breaking down biopolymers to
more hydrophilic compounds by imparting them functional
groups with a higher oxygen content that reduces biofilm
adhesion to the membrane surface53. In addition, NaOCl can
disintegrate microbial flocs into soluble organic materials and fine
particulates that accelerate the oxidation process54. The lower
cleaning efficiency of 3%w/w citric acid observed in our study
could be attributed to the complex composition of the biofilm
layer comprised of different microbial species and EPS compo-
nents that may impede its permeation through the biofilm.
Similarly, the cleaning potential of citric acid in biofilm removal
was reduced with increasing complexity and diversity of micro-
organisms that constituted biofilm55. Another factor that adversely
affects the cleaning efficiency of citric acid is the lower stability
constants between the citric acid and Ca2+, Mg2+, and other
metals compared to those of EDTA56, making citric acid of low
efficiency in breaking down biofilm structure.

In summary, hydraulic cleaning succeeded in restoring perme-
ate flux due to lost biofilm architecture and reduced cohesive
forces. Despite different biofilm removal mechanisms, 0.3w w−1

EDTA and 0.3w w−1 NaOCl achieved superior cleaning efficiencies,
substantially improving permeate flux. It is also important to note
that, unlike the RO process, which requires extensive feed water
pretreatment46, the MD process is less demanding in terms of feed
water quality. In this study, the seawater was directly supplied
from the Red Sea through the offshore pipeline and was
immediately used in DCMD experiments. However, as evidenced
by the results of this study, biofilm removal was very effective in
no-feed pretreatment conditions.

Effect of membrane cleaning on biofilm structure
The thickness of residual biofilm was reduced due to cleanings. We
further evaluated the OCT images of the residual biofilm that
remained on the membrane surface after different membrane
cleaning types. As shown in Fig. 3b, the residual biofilm thickness
followed the order of: 0.3%ww−1 NaOCl < 0.3%ww−1 EDTA < 3%
ww−1 citric acid < hydraulic cleaning. Consistently with permeate
flux recovery trends, hydraulic cleaning produced the least
reduction of biofilm thickness (68 ± 3%), lowering it from
175 ± 30 µm to 55 ± 5 µm. As clearly seen in Fig. 3b, the
application of chemical cleaning has decreased biofilm thickness
to a greater extent as compared to hydraulic cleaning. The biofilm
thicknesses comprised 40 ± 2 µm, 15 ± 10 µm and 10 ± 5 µm for
3%ww−1 citric acid, 0.3%ww−1 NaOCl and 0.3%ww−1 EDTA
corresponding to removal efficiencies of 77 ± 1%, 91 ± 6% and
94 ± 3%, respectively (Fig. 3c). Although biofilm removals
achieved with 0.3%ww−1 NaOCl and 0.3%ww−1 EDTA are
comparable, the morphology of residual biofilm after its cleaning
with 0.3%w/w NaOCl has distinct mushroom-like features as
compared to a smoother biofilm layer that was left on a
membrane surface after its cleaning with 0.3%ww−1 EDTA. A

Fig. 3 Effect of membrane cleaning on biofilm development on the membrane surface. Cross-sectional optical coherence tomography
(OCT) images of biofilms developed on membrane surface at different operating times (a); cross-sectional OCT images of the residual biofilm
after different membrane cleanings (b); and percent (%) of biofilm thickness reduction after different membrane cleanings (c). Operating
conditions: feed and permeate temperatures were set to 55 °C and 20 °C, respectively, and feed and permeate linear flow velocities were set to
0.28 m s−1 and 0.14m s−1, respectively. Each DCMD experiment was duplicated, and biofilm thicknesses are presented as mean values ±
standard deviations. The scale bar is shown in the top image (0 h) and is the same for all images. The scale bar corresponds to 100 μm.
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higher biofilm roughness of a residual biofilm in case 0.3%ww−1

NaOCl could imply its higher re-growth potential in subsequent
DCMD fouling/cleaning cycles.
As evidenced by permeate recovery (Fig. 2) and biofilm

thickness reduction (Fig. 3) trends, the application of lower EDTA
and NaOCl doses compared to those recommended by RO and
UF manufacturers28,29, resulted in high-efficiency membrane
cleaning. The observed effect could be attributed to the different
morphology of biofilms that grow on membrane surfaces in
different membrane separation processes. Thus, the looser
biofilms that develop on the MD surface without applied
pressure16,20 would allow easier penetration of the cleaning
solution. Our findings confirm that although biofilm formation is a
common obstacle of all membrane separation processes, its
mitigation strategies would be dictated by a process type.

Membrane cleanings reduced bacterial cell concentration
Figure 5 shows the total bacterial cell concentration in biofilms
after 72 h of DCMD and after different membrane cleanings. The
number of bacterial cells on the membrane surface before the
membrane cleanings comprised 1.6 × 109 ± 7.9 × 107w w−1 and
considerably decreased following cleaning trials. The hydraulic
cleaning was the least effective, with a post-cleaning biofilm cell
concentration of 5.3 × 108 ± 2.6 × 107 cells cm−2 and removal
efficiency of 67 ± 1%. This was followed by 3% citric acid with the
remaining cells concentration of 3.2 × 108 ± 1.6 × 107 cells cm−2

and removal efficiency of 80 ± 1%. Concurrently, the application of
0.3%ww−1 NaOCl and 0.3%ww−1 EDTA solutions reduced
bacterial cell count by almost two orders of magnitude to
1.4 × 107 ± 7.2 × 105 cells cm−2 and 1.7 × 107 ± 8.8 × 105 cells cm−2,
respectively, corresponding to the removal efficiencies of

Fig. 4 Fitting of classical fouling models after 12 h, 36 h, and 72 h of direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD). The models describe
the following mechanisms: cake filtration (a, e, i), intermediate blocking (b, f, j), standard blocking (c, g, k), and complete blocking (d, h, l).
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91 ± 0.2% and 89 ± 0.3%. The lower efficiency of bacterial cell
removal observed with hydraulic cleaning compared to chemical
cleanings suggests that although slacker biofilm structure eases
biofilm removal in conditions of elevated shear stress, chemical
interactions between the biofilm components play a significant
role in biofilm removal. As such, chemical cleaning would be more
effective in eliminating bacterial cells from the MD membrane
surface. In addition, bacterial cells that are left on the surface after
membrane cleanings could serve as anchors for further membrane
surface re-colonization and biofilm build-up.

Cleanings reduced the intensity of organic fluorescent peaks
The 3D-FEEM analysis was carried out to assess the organic
compositions of biofilm grown on the membrane surface after 72 h
of DCMD and residual biofilms after membrane cleanings. As shown
in Fig. 6, four main peaks with different fluorescence intensities were
detected after 72 h of DCMD. Two peaks were attributed to proteins,
namely peak I (excitation: 250–280 nm, emission: <380 nm) and peak
II (excitation: 220–250 nm, emission: 330–380 nm), and the other two
peaks were attributed to fulvic acid-like (peak III; excitation:
220–250 nm, emission: >380 nm) and humic acid-like (peak IV;
excitation: >280 nm, emission: >380 nm) compounds57,58. The
intensity of protein peak I in the fluorescence spectrum was the
highest, suggesting biofilm maturation and protein release from
decayed microbial cells59. The protein species play an important role
in developing a biofilm layer on the MDmembrane due to enhanced
interactions between the hydrophobic MD membrane surface and
protein molecules21,60. This improves protein adhesion and promotes
the binding of other water constituents and bacteria products that
exacerbate biofilm growth61.
A significant reduction in fluorescence intensities of all

monitored biofilm organic constituents was observed for all
cleaning protocols. A comparison of peak intensity corresponding
to proteins peak I before and after membrane cleanings revealed
that the application of 0.3%ww−1 NaOCl and 0.3%ww−1 EDTA
solutions reduced its intensity by 94%, while hydraulic and 3%w/w
citric acid cleanings were less effective, resulting in removal
efficiencies of 81% and 84%, respectively. In the case of 0.3%
ww−1 NaClO, the observed effect can be attributed to the

oxidation of intermolecular disulfide bonds of protein molecules
trapped in the EPS layer that enhances their solubilization62. The
EDTA molecules could substitute proteins in their complexes with
Ca2+ 63, thereby dislodging unconstrained proteins from the
membrane surface. It is worth noting that although hydraulic
cleaning had lower efficacy than chemical cleaning, a substantial
amount of fouling caused by proteins corresponding to region I
was reversible and was therefore removed in high shear stress
conditions during hydraulic cleaning. The removal of proteins that
corresponded to region II was poorer, comprising 58%, 59%, 71%,
and 69% for hydraulic cleaning, 3%w/w citric acid, 0.3%ww−1

NaOCl and 0.3%ww−1 EDTA, respectively.
Application of 0.3% w/w EDTA solution was the most effective

in reducing the intensity of the fulvic acid-like (62%) and humic
acid-like (79%) compounds through breaking down the “bridges”
between the carboxylic groups and Ca2+ ions and subsequent
disintegration of humic aggregates37,64. Oxidation of fulvic acid-
like and humic acid-like compounds by 0.3%ww−1 NaOCl through
the cleavage of aliphatic and aromatic functional groups65 was
less effective (54% and 71%, respectively). A 3%ww−1 citric acid
was the least successful in dislodging both types of humic
compounds (50% and 65%, respectively) due to its acidic pH.
Although hydraulic cleaning was less powerful as compared to
chemical cleaning (removal efficiencies of 45% and 62% for fulvic
acid-like and humic acid-like compounds, respectively), a sub-
stantial portion of both humic substances was reversibly attached
to the membrane surface. The removal efficiencies of fulvic acid-
like compounds were substantially lower as compared to those of
humic acid-like compounds, especially in the case of hydraulic
cleaning. The observed effect could be attributed to the formation
of a more compact fouling layer on the membrane surface in the
case of fulvic acids due to their smaller aggregate sizes as
compared to humic acids66, which would be more difficult to
remove by increasing the shear stress at the membrane surface.
Our findings indicate that the removal efficiency of tested

cleaning formulations was governed by the type of biofilm
constituent. While 0.3%ww−1 EDTA and 0.3%ww−1 NaOCl were
closely effective in removing protein material, 0.3%ww−1 EDTA
had higher potential in eliminating biofilm humic compounds due
to its superior complexation properties.

Cleanings did not affect permeate conductivity. In our study, the
conductivity of the permeate stream was monitored daily to
assess the effect of biofilm development and membrane cleaning
on permeate quality. Figure 7 shows changes in permeate
conductivities for individual DCMD biofouling experiments con-
ducted in the same operating conditions. Albeit some variations
were caused by using different membrane coupons, permeate
conductivities increased with increasing operating time and
ranged from 30 ± 2 µS cm−1 to 39 ± 2 µS cm−1 after 72 h of DCMD.
Although the final permeate conductivities were low, their
increase with the increase in operating time is an indication of
the partial pore wetting caused by biofilm development. The
increase in the permeate conductivity was more noticeable within
the initial 24 h of DCMD due to the formation of a conditioning
film that negatively affected surface hydrophobicity and caused
the passage of water droplets through the membrane pores 22.
The development of a thick biofilm layer suppressed pore wetting
as reflected by slowing down the rate of conductivity increase
with the increase in operating time.
After 72 h of the biofouling experiment, membrane cleaning was

conducted, and the DCMD process was resumed by utilizing
30 g L−1 of NaCl to examine its effect on the membrane’s integrity
and pore wetting. Figure 8 shows that permeate water conductiv-
ities measured after 1 h of the DCMD process were not increased for
any cleaning type implying that tested cleaning protocols have not
caused pore wetting and deterioration of membrane rejection.
These results emphasize the importance of developing appropriate

Fig. 5 Total bacterial cell concentrations in biofilm after 72 h of
biofilm development in direct contact membrane distillation
(DCMD) and in the residual biofilms after application of different
membrane cleaning types. Operating conditions: feed and perme-
ate temperatures were set to 55 °C and 20 °C, respectively, and feed
and permeate linear flow velocities were set to 0.28 m s−1 and
0.14m s−1, respectively. Each DCMD experiment was duplicated,
and bacterial cell concentrations are presented as mean values ±
standard deviations.
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cleaning protocols that ensure the stable performance of hydro-
phobic membranes after applied chemical cleanings.
Findings presented in this section suggest profound changes in

residual biofilm structures for all cleaning types, including a
substantial reduction in the total bacterial cell concentration and

intensity of fluorescent peaks that pertained to biofilm organic
constituents like protein and humic matter. As a result, the residual
biofilm thicknesses substantially decreased as compared to their
pre-cleaned values, which allowed for to restoration of permeate
flux under each tested operating condition.

Fig. 6 Fluorescent intensity of biofilms before and after membrane cleanings. Three-dimensional fluorescence excitation-emission matrix
(3D-FEEM) contour plots of biofilm organic composition after 72 h of biofilm development in direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) (a),
and residual biofilms after hydraulic cleaning (b), 3%ww−1 citric acid (c); 0.3%ww−1 NaOCl (d), and 0.3%ww−1 EDTA (e). Four regions were
identified: proteins corresponding to peak I, proteins corresponding to peak II, fulvic acid-like compounds corresponding to peak III, and humic
acid-like compounds corresponding to peak IV.

Fig. 7 Changes in permeate conductivities during biofilm devel-
opment in direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) and after
different membrane cleanings. Operating conditions: feed and
permeate temperatures were set to 55 °C and 20 °C, respectively,
and feed and permeate linear flow velocities were set to 0.28 m s−1

and 0.14m s−1, respectively. Each DCMD experiment was dupli-
cated, and conductivities are presented as mean values ± standard
deviations.

Fig. 8 Effect of membrane cleaning on biofilm resistance to vapor
pressure. Solid bars show resistances of virgin membrane, biofilm
after 72 h of direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD), and % of
biofilm resistance reduction after different membrane cleanings.
The dashed bars show residual biofilm resistances after different
membrane cleanings.
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Cleanings lowered biofilm resistance to vapor pressure
In MD, evaporation is achieved through the vapor-liquid interface
that occurs at the meniscus of the membrane pores44. The
presence of biofilm on a membrane surface induces the Kelvin
effect that, in turn, decreases vapor pressure at a pore entrance67

and creates additional resistance to vapor flow44,67. Given that the
driving force of the MD process is the vapor pressure difference
across the hydrophobic membrane, the resistance of a biofilm
layer that develops on the membrane surface would comprise
vapor pressure and hydraulic pressure resistances. Considering the
small effect of hydraulic pressure on vapor pressure changes in
MD, the contribution of hydraulic resistance to the total biofilm
mass-transfer resistance would be minor as compared to that of
vapor pressure resistance. Similarly to the RO process where
biofilm-induced concentration polarization, rather than hydraulic
resistance, is a major factor that affects permeate flux68,69, biofilm-
induced temperature polarization that lowers temperature gra-
dient and reduces vapor flux across the membrane, is likely a
major factor that controls vapor transport in MD. Both microbial
and EPS biofilm constituents contributed to biofilm resistance in
MD. While physical blockage of the membrane pores by bacteria
enabled the formation of a stagnant layer over the membrane
surface, thereby aggravating temperature polarization and
decreasing diffusion to the membrane surface30, the protein
non-porous layer also created additional thermal and hydraulic
resistance to the vapor flow44. It was suggested that convective
transport through the biofilm in the MD process is determined by
its porosity70. This supports the previous statement that despite its
apparently high thickness, biofilms that developed on MD
membranes are sparse and provide less obstruction to vapor flow
as compared to biofilms that grow in pressurized membrane
systems and experience compression of the biofilm gel layer.
Furthermore, our recent study that explored mechanisms of the
temporal and spatial distribution of biofilms on a surface of MD
membrane22 revealed that the porosity of biofilms was deter-
mined by their microbial and EPS contents, with higher EPS
concentration and lower bacterial content leading to more
compact biofilms compared to looser biofilms that were
characterized by a larger number of bacterial cells and lower
EPS concentration.
We further assessed the resistance of biofilms to vapor pressure

before and after different cleanings (Fig. 8). After 72 h of DCMD,
the vapor pressure resistance of biofilm increased three-fold, from
4.7 × 1012 m−1 to 1.52 × 1012 m−1. The vapor pressure resistances
were reduced to 8.5 × 1011 m−1, 5.6 × 1011 m−1, 2.3 × 1011 m−1

and 1.6 × 1011 m−1 for hydraulic cleaning, 3%ww−1 citric acid,
0.3%ww−1 NaOCl and 0.3%ww−1 EDTA cleanings, respectively.
Consistently with permeate recoveries, the highest reduction of
vapor pressure resistances was achieved with 0.3%ww−1 EDTA
and 0.3%ww−1 NaOCl (97% and 95%, respectively), followed by
3%ww−1 citric acid (88%) and hydraulic (82%) cleanings.
Goh et al.67 suggested that both hydrophilic and hydrophobic

organic biofilm compounds promoted vapor pressure depression
as a result of biofilm development on the MD membrane.
Comparing Figs. 6 and 8, we observed a good agreement between
the vapor pressure reduction and a decrease in the intensity of the
fluorescent-detected biofilm organic compounds. This implies that
the removal of organic biofilm fraction is important in tackling MD
biofouling and enhancing vapor pressure gradient across the
membrane.
We can also expect that the contribution of bacterial cells that

are present on a membrane surface to the total biofilm resistance
to vapor flow is considerably smaller due to its lower portion in
the total biofilm volume and the higher porosity of the bacterial
cake layer22. This explains high biofilm resistance reductions
observed in conditions when a substantial number of bacterial
cells are still lingering on the membrane surface after its cleaning

(Fig. 5). In summary, although biofilm vapor pressure resistance
imposed a substantial effect on DCMD performance, membrane
cleaning facilitated its substantial reduction that was well-
correlated with the removal of the individual biofilm constituents.
In conclusion, our study explored different biofilm removal

techniques during the DCMD process utilizing real Red Sea water.
Four physical and chemical cleaning protocols were assessed for
their efficiency in eliminating bacterial and organic constituents of
biofilms that developed on membrane surfaces and within their
pores. Although effective biofouling mitigation strategies have
been suggested by commercial RO and UF manufacturers25,28,29,
taking into consideration the high susceptibility of hydrophobic
membranes to pore wetting, it was important to explore if
membrane rejection properties were adversely impacted after
chemical cleaning. The collective data presented in this study
suggest that 0.3%ww−1 NaOCl and 0.3%ww−1 EDTA solutions are
the better candidates for biofilm removal in the MD process that
achieved the highest degree of permeate flux recovery while
maintaining membrane integrity applied cleanings. These chemi-
cals were effective at concentrations lower than those recom-
mended by the common membrane manufacturers making them
attractive and affordable options for biofouling mitigation. This is
an important finding because, until recently, the majority of MD
cleaning studies have been focused on investigating the cleaning
potential of inorganic acids in scale removal during the MD
process treating synthetic feeds41, including seawater71,72 and
brines73,74. However, as evidenced by the results of this study, 3%
ww−1 citric acid had limited capacity in biofilm elimination during
the DCMD process. Our results also emphasize the importance of
developing reliable cleaning protocols that ensure the stable
performance of hydrophobic membranes after their contact with
harsh chemical environments. The innovative nature of our study
suggests that biofouling abatement in MD could successfully be
achieved by manipulating common cleaning solutions that are
readily available at desalination plants. This would facilitate stable
and sustainable performance of the MD process thereby creating
grounds for further energy reductions. Besides this, the suggested
cleaning techniques could potentially be applicable to any type of
MD process making this desalination technology more accessible
to industrial and municipal end users. Finally, the findings of this
study will aid in developing cost-effective and environmentally
friendly cleaning techniques to tackle the issue of membrane
biofouling which is unavoidable in membrane processes including
MD, thereby assisting in process scale-up and its
commercialization.
The major outcomes of this study are as follows:

1. The application of hydraulic cleaning eliminated a sub-
stantial part of biomass and restored 66 ± 3% of permeate
flux, implying that the loose morphology of biofilm that
developed on the MD membrane surface improved the
efficiency of hydraulic cleaning. Among tested chemical
formulations, 0.3%ww−1 NaOCl and 0.3%ww−1 EDTA
provided the highest permeate flux recoveries of 89 ± 4%
and 93 ± 5%, respectively.

2. The thickness of the residual biofilm layer on the membrane
surface followed the order of: 0.3%ww−1 EDTA < 0.3%ww−1

NaOCl < 3%ww−1 citric acid < hydraulic cleaning.
3. The 0.3%ww−1 NaOCl and 0.3%ww−1 EDTA-based clean-

ings reduced the total cell count on a membrane surface by
almost two orders of magnitude. However, a considerable
part of microbes remained on a membrane surface, serving
as potential anchors for subsequent microbial re-
colonization and biofilm build-up.

4. The 3D-FEEM analysis demonstrated that 0.3%ww−1 EDTA
and 0.3%ww−1 NaOCl cleaning solutions achieved the
highest removal of all four monitored organic biofilm
compounds (protein peaks I and II, humic acid-like and
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fulvic acid-like substances).
5. No increase in permeate conductivity was detected for any

of the applied cleaning protocols suggesting that mem-
brane rejection was not negatively affected.

6. Given that biofilm development is aggravated with the
increase in feed water temperature22, optimization of active
compound concentration is needed to achieve effective
membrane cleaning in different temperature conditions.

7. Long-term experiments with an extended number of
fouling/cleaning cycles are desirable to explore the effect
of residual biofilm accumulation on key membrane proper-
ties and the aging of membrane material.

8. A combination of physical and chemical cleanings is also
needed to explore to minimize chemical concentration
which can put MD in a competitive position with other
desalination technologies.

9. Our findings show that although biofilm formation is a
common obstacle of all membrane separation processes, its
mitigation strategies would be dictated by a process type,
conditions in which particular biofouling has been devel-
oped, and membrane characteristics.

METHODS
DCMD feed water
The Red Sea water was supplied through the offshore intake
pipeline and was used without any further pretreatment. Detailed
information on the physicochemical characteristics of the Red Sea
water used in this study can be found elsewhere1. To escalate the
growth of microorganisms, 20 g of Bacto™ Yeast Extract (Becton
Dickinson, USA) was dissolved in 5 L of real Red Sea seawater and
incubated in a shaking incubator (Model 5000, VWR, USA) at
70 rpm and 30 °C for 24 h. After incubation, the water was diluted
with 15 L of fresh Red Sea water to result in 20 L.

DCMD setup and operating protocol
The schematic diagram of the DCMD system is shown in Fig. 9.
The DCMD experiments were conducted using a custom-made
module with an effective membrane area of 9 cm2 (6 cm × 1.5 cm).
A hydrophobic PTFE microporous membrane with a polyethylene
support layer and a nominal pore size of 0.22 μm from Membrane

Solutions LLC (China) was utilized in all experiments. Two gear
pumps (Model 72211–70, Cole Parmer, USA) were used to
circulate the feed and permeate streams in a counter-current
mode at linear flow velocities of 0.28 m s−1 and 0.14 m s−1,
respectively. The lower coolant flow velocity has been chosen to
save the pumping energy as our previous study showed less effect
of the coolant flow rate on permeate flux as compared to that of
the feed flow rate75. Temperatures at the feed and permeate sides
were set to 55 ± 1oC and 20 ± 1oC, respectively, by employing
circulating baths (Model 600-F, Julabo, USA). Permeate conductiv-
ities were monitored by using a portable conductivity meter
(Cond 3210, WTW, USA) every 24 h. This time interval was found to
be sufficient to assess changes in permeate conductivity during
DCMD fouling experiments using real Red Sea water22. The feed
water was continuously stirred by an overhead stirrer (RW 20, IKA,
USA) at 250 rpm. The gain in permeate weight was assessed every
10min using an electronic balance (Model ML3002, Metter Toledo,
USA), and the data were logged using LabVIEW (National
Instruments, USA). The DCMD experiments were conducted for
72 h in parallel to ensure their reproducibility.
Permeate flux (L m−2 h−1) was calculated according to the

following equation:

J ¼ W
4tA

(1)

whereW is the permeate water gain (L), t is operating time (h), and
A is the effective membrane area (m2).

Membrane cleaning procedure
Hydraulic cleaning. The hydraulic cleaning was conducted by
circulating 20 L of Milli-Q water (Advantage A10, Millipore) on the
membrane feed side at a linear flow velocity of 0.67 m s−1 for 1 h.

Chemical cleaning. The following cleaning formulations were
utilized in this study: 3%ww−1 citric acid (Sigma-Aldrich, USA),
0.3%ww−1 NaOCl (Sigma-Aldrich, USA), and 0.3%ww−1 EDTA
(Sigma-Aldrich, USA). Concentrations of EDTA, NaOCl, and citric
acid were chosen to be within a range of concentrations reported
in previous cleaning studies25,28,29,40–42,48,49,76. The pH of the EDTA
solution was adjusted to 11 by 1 M NaOH (Sigma-Aldrich, USA). A
20 L of cleaning solution was circulated at a flow velocity of
0.28 m/s in the feed loop for 1 h. After this, the feed and permeate

Fig. 9 Schematic diagram of direct contact membrane distillation (DCMD) system. The DCMD system comprised of feed and permeate
loops. The feed water was preheated to the desired temperature and supplied to the feed channel of the DCMD module. Water vapor passed
through the membrane pores and condensed on the coolant side. The gain in permeate water over the course of DCMD was monitored by
the digital balance.
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loops were rinsed with 20 L of Milli-Q water at a velocity of
0.28 m s−1. Permeate flux recovery and permeate conductivity
changes were evaluated using 20 L of 30 g L−1 NaCl (Sigma-
Aldrich, USA) at 55 °C for 1 h in the same hydrodynamic conditions
as in the biofouling experiment.
Each biofouling/cleaning experiment was conducted in duplicates.

Biofilm characterization
OCT monitoring of membrane surfaces. A spectral-domain OCT
device (Ganymede II, Thorlabs, USA) equipped with an LSM03 scan
lens was employed for biofilm visualization before and after
membrane cleanings. Two-dimensional OCT imaging was carried
out at a center wavelength of 930 nm in the middle part of the
feed channel with a resolution of 666 pixels × 408 pixels
corresponding to 4.0 × 1.2 mm of the membrane area and then
processed using Fiji software (National Institute of Health, USA).
Biofilm thickness (µm) was calculated by dividing the entire
imaged biofilm area over the corresponding biofilm length.

Biofilm extraction procedure. Membrane coupons were removed
from the DCMD module and immersed into a 50 mL centrifuge
tube. A 10 mL phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) solution was
added, and the tube was vortexed (Fisherbrand™ Analog Vortex
Mixer, USA) for 2 min, followed by 5min of sonication in an
ultrasonic water bath (5510MTH, Bransonic®, USA). The suspended
biomass was used for the FCM and 3D-FEEM analyses.

Flow cytometry analysis. The intact and damaged cells were
enumerated by the Accuri C6 Plus FCM (BD Biosciences, USA)
using a previously standardized staining protocol77,78. Briefly,
samples were stained with either SYBRTM Green (SG) (10,000x
concentrate, Invitrogen) or SG together with the propidium iodide
(PI). The final concentrations of SG and PI in the samples were 1x
and 4 µM, respectively. The stained samples were vortexed for 2 s
followed by incubation in the dark on a shaking incubator (VWR,
Model 3500, USA) at 120 rpm and at 37 °C or 10 min. The samples
were loaded on a 96-well plate (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) and 50 µL of
each sample was injected into the system at a flow rate of
35 µL min−1. The laser emitting and collecting intensities were set
to 488 nm and 533 nm, respectively.

FEEM analysis. Biofilm compositions were analyzed to assess the
effectiveness of different cleaning methods on biofilm removal.
The formaldehyde-NaOH method developed by Liu and Fang79

was used to extract biofilms from the membrane surface. The
extracted biomasses were treated using 60 μL of 36.5% formalde-
hyde (Sigma-Aldrich, USA) at 4 °C for 1 h and incubated with 4 mL
of 1 M NaOH at 4 °C for 3 h. After treatment, samples were
centrifuged (75004521-XT, Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) at
20,000 rpm for 20 min. The supernatants were filtered through a
0.22 μm filter and dialyzed in a 3500 Da dialysis membrane bag
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, USA) for 24 h. The dialyzed samples were
lyophilized for 48 h and resuspended in 10 mL of Milli-Q water.
The 3D-FEEM was measured by a Fluoromax-4 spectrofluorom-

eter (Horiba Scientific, Japan). The wavelengths for excitation and
emission were 240–400 nm and 290–500 nm, respectively. The
photomultiplier tube voltage was set to 700 V, and the scan speed
was set to 1500 nm/min.

Membrane and biofilm resistance
The biofilm resistances to vapor pressure were calculated
according to a previous study80. The vapor pressure (p, Pa) was
estimated according to Antoine’s equation:

p ¼ eð23:1964�
38:1644
T�46:13Þ (2)

where T is the absolute temperature (K) of the liquid.

The vapor pressure differences between the feed and permeate
sides were calculated by Eq. (3):

4π ¼ pf � pc (3)

where Δπ is the vapor pressure difference (Pa), pf and pc are the
vapor pressures (Pa) on the feed and permeate sides, respectively.
The total resistance (RT, m−1) consisted of the intrinsic

membrane resistance (Rm, m−1) and biofilm resistance to vapor
pressure (Rb, m−1).
The resistances were determined as follows:

RT ¼ Rm þ Rb (4)

Rm ¼ 4π

n J0
(5)

Rb ¼ 4π

n J1
� Rm (6)

where J0 is the initial permeate flux (L m−2 h−1), J1 is the permeate
flux after biofilm development (L m−2 h−1), and n is the dynamic
viscosity of water (Pa s).

Fouling models
Four different fouling mechanisms, namely cake filtration (Eq. 7),
intermediate blocking (Eq. 8), standard blocking (Eq. 9), and
complete blocking (Eq. 10), were used in this study45,81. Although
classical fouling models were originally developed for constant
pressure dead-end filtration with porous membrane, given that
the MD process is conducted at a constant driving force with
porous membranes, these models have been utilized to assess the
fouling behavior of seawater RO reject and ground waters in the
air gap MD82. In our study, we applied them to explore biofilm
fouling mechanisms in MD.
The fouling models are described by the following equations:

Cake filtration :
t
V
¼ 1

J0

kc
2
V (7)

Intermediate blocking :
dt
dV

¼ 1
J0

� kit (8)

Standard blocking :
t
V
¼ 1

AJ0
þ ks

2
t (9)

Complete blocking :
dV
dt

¼ J0A� kbV (10)

where J is the permeate flux at any given operating time
(L m−2 h−1), V is the cumulative permeate volume (L), and the
model coefficients are kc (slope of t

V vs. V), ki (slope of dt
dV vs. t), ks

(slope of t
V vs. t), and kb (slope of dV

dt vs. V).
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